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Name: Rosalie M 
Fabric Designer or Line Violet Craft 
Story about this quilt: I found 4 yards of this Violet Craft fabric. I was intrigued by the  
 landscape blue print and felt challenged by the soft colors (not my  
 usual color palette). Then I noticed the tiny tracks of cat paw prints  
  
 charm squares. 
Who Quilted this?  Rosalie M 

 
Name:  Liz M 
Book/Pattern Inspiration: Giant Block Series-July 2018 Block 
  https://kitchentablequilting.com/products/march-giant-block-tutorial 
Fabric Designer or Line: ics. Solids include Kona 

Pool, Bella Silver and Dit Dot from In The Beginning 
Online/Blog Inspiration: Erica Jackman blogs at KitchenTableQuilting 

https://kitchentablequilting.com/ 
Story about this quilt: This quilt was made for my grandson, Harrison. He arrived in January 

2023 and joins his brother, James. The quilt is made from another Giant 

borders made -line quilting is done 
with FMQ ruler and walking foot. The print fabric has FMQ curves with a 
ruler. Label done on B153. 

Who Quilted this?  Liz McElhinny on Bernina 153 
 
Name:  Linda G 
Story about this quilt: 

my granddaughter who turns 14. She has enjoyed being in productions 
in school and community theatre for several years. Acting, singing and 
dance brings her joy so the banner reflects a star on stage. She is a star 

 
Who Quilted this?  I quilted this little quilt 
 
Name:  Linda G 
Book/Pattern Inspiration: Robin Lon  
  https://www.robinruthdesign.com/about 
Special Tool or Ruler:  

https://www.robinruthdesign.com/robin-ruth-design-shop 
Story about this quilt: 

the set-in compass and an appliqué center circle. The 
quilt is a gift to a dear neighbor who just underwent bypass heart 

 the color of his 



promotes healing. 
Who Quilted this?  Quilted by me with sit down Pfaff Grandquilter. 
 
Name:  Nancy W 
Book/Pattern Inspiration: from my head! 
Story about this quilt: This quilt was made for a challenge using the fabric of little green men. 

The alternate colorful blocks were made by taking a picture of our TV 
screen during a program with drawings of outer space. The pictures 
were then printed on fabric. 

Who Quilted this?  Myself 
 
Name:  Jean M 
Book/Pattern Inspiration: SewingMachinesPlus 
Story about this quilt: Both of these little quilts were made for my daughter-in-law and my 

 more quilts but I plan on making 
them a series of quilts that represent the different seasons of the year. I 
am practicing my free motion quilting. I recommend the book, FREE-
MOTION combinations by Christina Cameli. 

Who Quilted this?  Me 
Workshop/Instructor: Christina Cameli 
 
Name: Jean Moore-Vollmer 
Story about this quilt: Again, this quilt is from a kit. My Daughter-in-law loves gardening so I 

made this tulip quilt. More practice in free-motion quilting. 
Who Quilted this?  Me 
 
Name:  Marcia S 
Book/Pattern Inspiration: Charming Cathedral Quilts by Lisa Brehm Ellis 
Story about this quilt: These two pot holders were made as a belated hostess gift for two of 

my cousins who hosted us for lunch a few weeks ago. Fabrics from my 
 

Who Quilted this?  Self 
Workshop/Instructor: With modifications by Christy Frey 
 


